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Wallace Stevens, in his poem “A Postcard from the Volcano,” writes, “left what we felt / at what we saw.”
Patricia Clark’s stunning fourth poetry collection, Sunday Rising, is full of such moments, carefully wrought
and mined for their resonance. Haunting human forms rise from the underworld, seeking to communicate,
longing for connection. In language as resounding and evocative as the subjects it describes, Sunday Rising
questions the past, human relationships, the meaning of loss, and the author’s own heritage. With landscapes
as familiar as Michigan and as distant as the shores of Western Europe, these poems bring to light the cracks
and fissures in our world, amid lyric exhalations rising like clouds above the birds, trees, and coastlines,
language capturing the poet’s spiritual longing as well as moments of passion and sorrow. From the first
poem to the last, an intimate relationship with the physical world emerges. Its teachings, consolations,
utterances, and echoes comprise a sense of discovery. The ethereal and often spiritual practice of seeing and
taking note is celebrated, whether this process yields gemstones or ore, or words wrought into the music and
imagery of poetry.
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From reader reviews:

Jill Davis:

What do you consider book? It is just for students since they're still students or the idea for all people in the
world, the actual best subject for that? Just simply you can be answered for that concern above. Every person
has various personality and hobby for each other. Don't to be compelled someone or something that they
don't want do that. You must know how great and important the book Sunday Rising. All type of book would
you see on many resources. You can look for the internet methods or other social media.

Cynthia Johnson:

Beside this Sunday Rising in your phone, it can give you a way to get more close to the new knowledge or
data. The information and the knowledge you might got here is fresh from your oven so don't become worry
if you feel like an aged people live in narrow community. It is good thing to have Sunday Rising because this
book offers for you readable information. Do you sometimes have book but you would not get what it's
about. Oh come on, that won't happen if you have this in the hand. The Enjoyable blend here cannot be
questionable, such as treasuring beautiful island. Techniques you still want to miss the idea? Find this book
as well as read it from today!

Starr Place:

As a student exactly feel bored to be able to reading. If their teacher requested them to go to the library or
make summary for some book, they are complained. Just tiny students that has reading's soul or real their
hobby. They just do what the instructor want, like asked to the library. They go to generally there but nothing
reading very seriously. Any students feel that examining is not important, boring and also can't see colorful
photographs on there. Yeah, it is to get complicated. Book is very important for yourself. As we know that
on this time, many ways to get whatever you want. Likewise word says, ways to reach Chinese's country.
Therefore , this Sunday Rising can make you experience more interested to read.

Wendy Hartnett:

Publication is one of source of expertise. We can add our expertise from it. Not only for students but also
native or citizen want book to know the update information of year to be able to year. As we know those
publications have many advantages. Beside all of us add our knowledge, may also bring us to around the
world. By book Sunday Rising we can acquire more advantage. Don't you to definitely be creative people?
To become creative person must prefer to read a book. Only choose the best book that acceptable with your
aim. Don't be doubt to change your life at this time book Sunday Rising. You can more attractive than now.
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